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11.4 Plot  functions

You�ve already used some of the eight  Plot  functions described in this section, to draw
graphs illustrating various mathematical concepts.  The author used them to draw all
the graphs in this text.  When you draw a graph you must make many choices:  Cartesian
or polar coordinates, where to put axes, how to indicate their scales, how various kinds
of points and curves should look, what labels are required, and so on.  The  Plot  func-
tions allow you to specify all these.  Other options govern their interaction with the
display media.  There are too many details to learn all at once, so most users try one or
two of the functions at first, drawing many graphs without fancy options.  Gradually, you
try new features to achieve what you see in documents and presentations.

It�s hard to find the appropriate information about these features via the Mathe-
matica help browser.  It provides too much.  This section and section 11.6, on graphics
options, give you an overview, organized by the type of graph and the steps in making
it.  They stop short of describing the detailed syntax required to specify all possible
options.  For that, you can use the help browser.  But you have to know which  Plot
function and what option you want before you can do that.  Eventually you�ll find you
can�t make those decisions without an organized overview.  These sections provide that.

The arguments for  Plot  functions are necessarily complicated, to permit all these
choices.  You can omit many of them, however, accepting Mathematica�s default options.
The defaults will produce suitable graphs in many cases.  Each option and its default
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value is discussed briefly in section 11.6.  In most cases, you can add an option relatively
easily to the argument list of a  Plot  function to get the effect you want.

Each  Plot  function uses its arguments and Mathematica�s default graphics
options to build a  Graphics  object  γ  whose primitives, directives, and options contain
all the information necessary to describe the figure completely.   The full form of  γ  may
be hundreds of lines long!  The  Plot  function passes  γ  to  Show  for rendering, and
returns it as function value.  To see that, execute these examples:

ListPlot[{{0,0}}]; Plot[x,{x,0,1}];
FullForm[%] FullForm[%]

In each case you�ll see a  Graphics  object with a display list and an option list with 25
entries of the form  Rule[option, value].  The first display list consists of exactly one
Point  primitive;  the second has the form  {{Line[list of 25 coordinate pairs]}}.  You
can save the returned function value�use  γ = Plot[x,{x,0,1}],   for instance.  As
mentioned in the previous section, you can pass it on to  Show  to render with different
options, or to  Export  for rendering in a standard file format.

Under the following headings you�ll find examples of the use of eight  Plot  func-
tions.  Their most important aspects are demonstrated, but some figures are clearly
deficient in some details.  In section 11.6 you�ll see how to use options to fix most of those
problems.

ListPlot  and  PolarListPlot

Under this heading are described two functions for graphing discrete data�that is, data
available as a list of numbers or a list of coordinate pairs.  The first, the built-in
Mathematica function  ListPlot,  has two forms:

ListPlot[list of numbers] ListPlot[list of coordinate pairs]

You may add options as additional arguments to override Mathematica�s defaults.  The
first form is convenient for graphing values of a function for equally spaced arguments.
For example, the following code produced figure 1.  

ListPlot[{0,2,1,2,0}, PlotJoined6True]
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Without the option, only the points would be displayed.  (The default tick labels below
the horizontal axis are probably inappropriate, since the only information supplied is
their equal spacing.)  The second form of  ListPlot  is more general�the following
example code produced figure 2:

ListPlot[{{-1,1},{1,0},{1,1},{-1,0}},
   PlotStyle6AbsolutePointSize[10]]

Without the option, the points would be hard to see.

Figure 11.4.1
ListPlot example 1

Figure 11.4.2
ListPlot  example 2

Figure 11.4.3
PolarListPlot  example 1

 

Figure 11.4.4
PolarListPlot  example 2
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Function  PolarListPlot  isn�t supplied with Mathematica itself, but in its
standard add-on package  Graphics`Graphics`.  To use it, first execute1

Needs["Graphics`Graphics`"]

This function works exactly like  ListPlot  except that it interprets coordinate pairs as
polar coordinates, with the radius first.  A point with polar coordinates  <r, θ>  has
Cartesian coordinates  <x, y> = <r cos θ , r sin θ>.

Figure 3 is an example of a common technique for producing dotted graphs.  First
construct a table of coordinates, then use  ListPlot  or  PolarListPlot.  In this case,
only the radial coordinates are computed.  The following code uses the first form of
PolarListPlot  to arrange them evenly around the circle:

PolarListPlot[Table[n,{n,0,99}]]

The choice of equally spaced radii is the only one possible with the first form of the
function.  For greater flexibility, compute both radii and angle parameters, and use the
second.  This technique gives you much greater control over dot spacing than using  Plot
or  ParametricPlot  to make a dashed-line graph.

A second example, with output in figure 4, shows that  PolarListPlot  follows the
standard conventions for zero and negative radii and angles in polar coordinates:

PolarListPlot[{{0, 0},{1,π/4},{-1,-π/4},{0,17}},
   PlotJoined6True]

ListPlot  and  PolarListPlot  have several failings in common.  First, if you use
PlotJoined6True,  you can�t display the points at all.  Second, you�ve no choice for the
symbol displayed at the points, just a circular dot.  Third, you can�t graph multiple lists
at once with distinctive symbols.  These problems are addressed by functions in the
Graphics`Graphics`  and  Graphics`MultipleListPlot`  packages:  TextListPlot,
LabeledListPlot,  and  MultipleListPlot.  Because they offer so many choices�
probably too many�they�re very complicated, beyond the scope of this book.
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Plot  and  PolarPlot

The most familiar  Plot  function�  Plot  itself�draws a Cartesian graph of a function
or list of functions on a specified interval of values of their independent variable.  The
Graphics`Graphics`  package provides its counterpart  PolarPlot,  which works just
the same, with polar coordinates.

Plot  is invoked by an expression of the form  Plot[ϕ,{x, x0, x*}],  where  ϕ  is
a formula or a list of formulas.  You may include options as additional arguments to
override Mathematica�s defaults.  The expression   {x, x0, x*}  is called an iterator;  x0

and  x*  must represent real numbers.  Formula(s)  ϕ  must yield real numbers when  x
assumes a value between  x0  and  x*.  (Plot  will produce a reasonable graph even if  ϕ
is occasionally invalid�for example  1/x  for  x  from  0  to  1.)  Any symbol can take the
place of  x,  and  Plot  has no effect on any value it may have had previous to execution;
that value is still available afterward.

Figure 11.4.5  Two sines Figure 11.4.6  Six sines

As an example consider the code that produced figure 5:

dx = 0.1;
Plot[{Sin[x],Sin[x+dx]}, {t,0,π}]

For the graph of six sines in figure 6, you�d rather use  Table  to generate a list of
formulas, instead of writing it out:
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Plot[Table[Sin[x + n*dx],{n,0,5}], {x,0,π}]

That doesn�t work!  You get three error messages, then one that says, in effect, I
quit!  The reason seems to be this.  Were  Plot  coded as an ordinary function, it would
evaluate its first argument�the formula  Table[Sin[x + n*dx],{n,0,4}]  �and next
the iterator  {x,0,π}.  Then it would begin constructing the  Graphics  object.  That�s
clearly wrong, since the evaluations would use any value  x  might have already.
Mathematica�s solution for this situation is to leave that first argument and the first
iterator entry  x  unevaluated until the construction starts.  Then it saves the current
value of  x  for use after execution, sets  x = 0  temporarily as directed by the iterator,
and proceeds as for figure 5.  It expects to find either a formula that for  x = 0  yields a
real number, or else a list.  But it finds the  Table  formula, which hasn�t been turned
into list form yet.  It quits after the third error of this sort.

Your remedy for this problem is to clear  x  and use  Evaluate.  The following code
did produce figure 6:

Clear[x];
Plot[Evaluate[ Table[Sin[x + n*dx],{n,0,5}] ], {x,0,π}]

Somehow that causes the  Table  formula to be evaluated at the onset, when it should
be.2  This fixes similar problems with iterators in other Mathematica functions, too.

Plot  works by dividing the specified interval on the horizontal axis, computing
function values at the subdivision points to get  n  points on the graph, and checking the
angles between adjacent line segments joining those points.  If any angle exceeds a
maximum acceptable value  α,  Plot  subdivides an interval around it.  This continues
recursively until  Plot  has subdivided the entire specified interval so that all angles of
the resulting polygon are small enough.  (Plot  will skip over some anomalous points,
such as the origin in a graph of the formula  1/x.)  This polygon is what you see.  If the
graph is unsuitable, you may use options to change the values of  n  and  α,  as discussed
in section 11.6.
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ParametricPlot

Cartesian coordinates of a point  P  moving in a plane are often presented as
functions of time  t:  x = f(t),  y = g(t).  As  t  varies from an initial time  t0  to a terminal
time  t*,  point  P  moves along a curve.  Given formulas for  f  and  g,  you can use
function  ParametricPlot  to draw it.  For example, consider a carnival ride.  It consists
of some arms of length  a  whirling slowly about a center  O;  the end of each arm is itself
a center  Q , about which rotate some shorter arms of radius  b .  Your seat  P  is at the
end of one of the shorter arms, which rotates six times around  Q   in the time that  Q
rotates about  O.  If  O  is the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, then you can
represent  Q  by the vector  <a cos t, a sin t>.  The vector from  Q  to your seat  P  is
<b cos 6t, b sin 6t>,  since  P  is rotating six times as fast around  Q .3  The vector from
O  to  P  is the sum of these, so your coordinates relative to  O  are given by formulas

(1)
cos cos 6
sin sin 6

x a t b t
y a t b t
= +

 = +

As the long arm completes one revolution, you follow a curve like the epicycle in figure
7, produced by this code:

a = 1;  b = 0.4;
ParametricPlot[{a Cos[t] + b Cos[6t],

     a Sin[t] + b Sin[6t]}, 
   {t,0,2π}, AspectRatio6Automatic]

Figure 7 fails to display one of the most important interpretations of equations
(1)  �the motion of point  P.  It shows only where  P  has been, not when it was at each
point, or how fast it was moving.  If  ParametricPlot  let you fully control its subdivision
of the  t  interval, and render the graph slowly, a point at a time, you could see that, not
in the finished graph, but as it�s rendered.  But no such feature is in the  ParametricPlot
design.  To present this detail, you have to use a cumbersome animation technique,
described in section 11.10.

You�re familiar with using  Plot  to graph a function with a formula  y = f(x).  For
a formula  x = g( y)  you could do the same, and reverse the axis labels, if any.  But if you
want them both at once, you need  ParametricPlot.  For example, to show simulta-
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neously the graphs of equations  y = x2  and  x = y2,  convert each one to a pair of
functions giving  x  and  y  as functions of some parameter  t:

y = x2 :  x = y2 :  2

x t
y t
=

 =

2x t
y t

 =


=

Then invent a suitable interval for  t  �it must be the same for both pairs of functions.
Now invoke  ParametricPlot  for a list of two pairs of formulas.  The following code
produced figure 8:

ParametricPlot[{{t,t2},{t2,t}}, {t,-3/2,3/2}, 
  AspectRatio6Automatic]

Figure 11.4.7  Epicycle Figure 11.4.8  Two parabolas

ImplicitPlot

The implicit function concept is not straightforward.  The first question is, given
a function  F  of two variables, is there a function  f  of one variable such that equations
F(x, y) = 0  and  y = f(x)  are equivalent?  When this is the case,  f  is said to be defined
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implicitly by the equation  F(x, y) = 0.  For example, consider function  F(x , y) =
( y � x2)(x � y2).  The graph of equation  F(x, y) = 0  is figure 8.  Because that includes
more than one curve crossing the vertical strip where  0 < x < 1,  no single equation  y =
f(x)  can be equivalent to  F(x, y) = 0.  The second question is, under what conditions
does such an  f  exist?  Comprehensive calculus texts formulate, and some prove, an
implicit function theorem�given a point  <x0, y0>  on the graph of  F(x, y) = 0  satisfy-
ing certain conditions, there�s an open interval  I  containing  x0  and a function  f  on
I  such that  f(x0) = y0  and the equations  F(x, y) = 0  and  y = f(x)  are equivalent for
all  x  in  I.  The condition usually involves differentiability of  F,  and the theorem usually
says something additional about differentiability of  f.4  Such a theorem should apply,
for example, to the point  <x0, y0> = <1)4 , �1)2>  in this example, with  f(x) = � .  Butx
it can�t apply to the origin, because figure 8 includes more than one curve crossing the
vertical strip corresponding to the positive part of any open interval  I  containing the
origin.  The origin is called a singularity of  F.

One way to graph an implicitly defined function is to follow closely the pattern of
the implicit function theorem.  Determine an appropriate point  <x0, y0>,  then use
Mathematica�s equation-solving features to define a function corresponding to  f  �for
example,

in: F[x_,y_] := (y - x2)(x - y2);
x0 = 1/4;  y0 = -1/2;  dx = 0.1;
f[x_] := y /. FindRoot[F[x,y] == 0, {y,y0}]
x = x0-dx;  f[x]

out: -0.387298

Caution!  This will fail if  x  is too far from  x0  for the initial approximation  y0  to lead
to the appropriate  y  value.5  Once you�re sure  f  works, then you can use  Plot  to graph
it in the usual way.  The following additional code produced figure 96:

Clear[x];
Plot[Evaluate[f[x]], {x,x0-dx,x0+dx}]

An obvious drawback of this method is that it depends on previous analysis.  You
can�t use it to explore for appropriate points  <x0, y0>.  The standard Mathematica add-
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on package  Graphics`ImplicitPlot`  includes function  ImplicitPlot  that you can
use for exploration.  The following code will also produce figure 8:

Needs["Graphics`ImplicitPlot`"];
ImplicitPlot[F[x,y] == 0, {x,-3/2,3/2}]

Figure 11.4.9
Part of a parabola

Figure 11.4.10  Three
implicit function graphs

You can graph several implicitly defined functions at once with  ImplicitPlot,
as long as the axis intervals agree.  The following code produced figure 10, which consists
of the graph in figure 8 plus two variants.  Can you determine which is which?

dv = 0.03;
equations = Evaluate[ Table[F[x, y] == n*dv, {n,-1,1}] ];
ImplicitPlot[equations, {x,-1,1.5}]
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ImplicitPlot  doesn�t use  FindRoot,  but relies on Mathematica�s algebraic
equation solver  Solve  in a way that�s not fully disclosed by the help browser.  It will fail
partially or wholly if the equation is too complicated for reliable algebraic solution.  For
example, consider

  F(sin x, sin y) = 0

where  F  is the function considered earlier.  Since  <sin x, sin y> . <x, y>  near the
origin, you should expect the graph to be similar to figure 8 there.  You should also expect
symmetry across the lines  x, y = π/2.  The code

ImplicitPlot[F[Sin[x],Sin[y]] == 0, {x,0,π},
   PlotRange6{0,π}]

produced the graph drawn with the thick line in figure 11.  (The  PlotRange  option
suppressed part of the graph below the horizontal axis.)  But it also issued an I quit
message after three error messages like this:

Solve::ifun :  Inverse functions are being
   used by Solve, so some solutions may not be found.

In such a situation, you can force
ImplicitPlot  to use another method
that doesn�t rely on algebraic solution
and inverse functions.  Include as third
argument an iterator for an interval on
the vertical axis.  (This makes the
PlotRange  option unnecessary.)  The
following code produced all of figure 11,
without the emphasis:

ImplicitPlot[
  F[Sin[x],Sin[y]] == 0,
    {x,0,π}, {y,0,π},
      PlotPoints6500]

Invoked this way,  ImplicitPlot  selects
n  points in each axis interval and com-
pares both sides of the equation at each
of the resulting points.  Between each
adjacent  pair of points  where the sides

Figure 11.4.11
Implicit function graph
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differ in sign, it uses interpolation to estimate where the equation is true.  Then it joins
those estimated points, producing part of a contour plot.   With Mathematica�s default
value of  n  the resulting graph looked too rough.  The author increased the  PlotPoints
option until it looked right.  Computing the 250,000 values of  F  took a noticeable
amount of time.
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FilledPlot  and  FilledListPlot

Functions  FilledPlot  and
FilledListPlot,  included with the
standard Mathematica add-on package
Graphics`FilledPlot`,  let you con-
struct multiple graphs as with  Plot  or
ListPlot,  filling regions between them,
or between a graph and the horizontal
axis, with specified colors.  Figure 12, a
simple example, was produced by the
following code:

Needs["Graphics`FilledPlot`"];
FilledPlot[
  {Sin[x],Sin[x+0.5]}, {x,0,π},
    ColorOutput6GrayLevel]

Figure 11.4.12
FilledPlot  output

The  ColorOutput  option changed Mathematica�s default color for the region between
the graphs.  With other options you can achieve many effects.  They�re considered in more
detail in section 11.6 and its exercises.

Exercises

1. This section says that in computing a function value  F[x,y]  Mathematica first
evaluates  x  then  y.  Verify that by inventing some extremely simple functions
F, g, h  such that executing   F[g[x],h[y]]  will produce different output depend-
ing on the order of evaluation.

2. Use  FilledListPlot  to draw figure 1 with the  M  filled in below.

3. Use  ListPlot  to draw a dotted graph of  sin x + 0.1sin 5x + 0.05sin 20x  with
x  varying over two periods.  Show how the dot spacing affects visibility of details.
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4. Use  ListPlot  with  Table  and  Union  to superimpose two dotted graphs of the
functions  x2  and    x2 + 1)5 sin 4πx  for  �1 # x # 1.  Use different dot spacing so
that the graphs are easily discernible and detail is visible.

5. Use  Plot  to superimpose graphs of  sin x  and its first  n  Maclaurin series
approximations for  0 # x # 4π.  Output the formulas for the approximations, too.
Choose  n  so that the  nth  approximation is close over almost the entire interval.

6. Make a more elaborate version of some  Plot  graph earlier in the text.

7. Show how to use  ParametricPlot  to draw any polar graph.

8. Use  PolarPlot  to draw flower-like polar graphs of equations of the form  r =
a + b sin nθ  for reasonably small integer values  a, b , n.  Investigate the effects
of varying these integers.

9. What happens when you continue the graph of figure 9 through the singularity?
Can you make it start on the top right branch?  The middle right branch?

10. Draw the path of a moving point whose polar coordinates at time  t  are  r = 1)5 t,
θ = 1)16π(4 + sin 6πt).  Use the interval  0 # t # 1.

11. Present an argument starting with the formula  x2(x + 1)(x � 1) = x4 � x2  and
leading to descriptions of the graphs of these equations:

i. y =  x4 � x2

ii. y2 =  x4 � x2

iii. 4 y2 =  x4 � x2,  i.e.
p(x, y) = 0  where
p(x, y) =  4 y2 �  x4 + x2

iv. p( y, x) = 0
v. q(x, y) = 0,  where

q(x, y) = p(x, y) p( y, x)
vi. q(x, y) = 1)10

vii. q(x, y) = � 1)10
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Use  ImplicitPlot  to superimpose graphs of equations  v�vii.  Verify your
arguments, and indicate which graph is which.

12. In exercise 11, let  r(x, y) = q(sin x, sin y).
i. Use  ImplicitPlot  (algebraic version) to graph these three equations

separately over the interval  �π # x # π:   r(x, y) = 0,  r(x, y) = ± 1)10.  Do
you think the graphs are reasonable?  Why or why not?

ii. Now use the contour plot version of  ImplicitPlot.  Describe and interpret
the differences between these graphs and those in part (i).


